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Abstract: Society and literature are very complimentary to each other like the two sides of a coin. 
Poetry always portrays society accurately though it is symbolical in nature. Jayanta Mahapatra, 
a poet of international repute, deals with the most crucial issues of Odisha in his poetry which is 
the most convincing canvas to understand the real problems of his motherland. 
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Social aspect of Jayanta Mahaptra‟s poetry is love 
and sex which related with poverty. Odisha is a 
state which is known inside and outside of India for 
its object poverty .Mahapatra writes poetry dealing 
with poverty just like an economist .He shows how 
poverty seriously affects other aspects of life, 
sometimes compiling woman to either go to brothel 
or to hold knife to be naxalite. In his poems 
„Hunger‟ and „Whorehouse in Calcutta Street‟, 
Mahapatra describes the life and manner of a 
prostitute. Here the prostitute accepts this 
profession only being compelled by poverty. It is 
known from her activities and behaviour with a 
customer when she offers him her body. The 
prostitute makes the customer hurried up in a hard 
voice, which indicates that she does not have any 
emotion for her costumer rather she acts like 
machine; just to make some money she gratifies the 
sexual desire of the male folk.  
A customer might feel somewhat ashamed of 
having come into a whore house .After all the very 
courtyard of his house seems to be a partner in the 
conspiracy which is a matter of routine in a place 
like this. According to A.K Paniker, The Whore 
House in Calcutta Street shows both the strength 
and the weakness of Mahapatra as a poet. The first 
and last stanzas of this poem, says this critic, have 
the same quality of tightness, sharpness and 
precision which the poem entitled hunger 
possesses, both these poem Hunger and Whore 
House in Calculation Street portray the realistic 
picture of poverty and prostitution in India. 
 “You fall back against her in the demob 
light, 
Trying to learn something more about 
women  
While she does what she thinks proper to 
please you, 
The sweet, the little things, the imagined, 
Until the stature of the man written you‟ve 
believed in 
  Throughout the years comes back to you, 
     (Disobeying Toy) 
As it is said earlier, Mahapatra describes the 
activities of whore and her customer side by side; 
their activities and mind setup have been accurately 
portrayed with exact expressions. Sex trade is very 
common in India, but Mahapatra has brought out it 
in a realistic way in his Hunger and his The Whore 
House in Calcutta .The expression is also accurate 
and realistic its seems the poet writes about the 
whore and the customers from his experience .A 
whore house belongs to any visitor who may come 
to it deliberately and intestinally in quest of sexual 
gratification. It may further imagine that the whore 
house is “smiling into the lighted street”, as if it 
were feeling amused by the arrival of yet another 
customer. The speaker, whether it be the whore 
house itself or some spoke man speaking on behalf 
of the hoer house ask the visitor to get really to 
enjoy the pleasure with his seeking. 
            The poem is not a pornographic picture 
because it doesn‟t deal with so much with the 
sexual encounter between a customer and a whore 
as with the working of this customers mind. Thus 
the poem is more psychological interest than 
analysing else. Sex is one of the most dominant 
instinct in all human being more particularity in 
males .There are numerous stimulants in this world 
to keep this interest alive most of the time. The 
pictures of woman appearing in the newspapers 
magazines periodicals and posters pasted on walls 
and the pictures painted on hoarding are all 
stimulating which awaken the doormat‟s sexual 
desire in a man which intensifies that desire it has 
already arisen in his heart.   A customer is given a 
catalogue containing the portraits of many women 
to whom he likes best the customer takes her 
sexuality. 
               Mahapatra analyses home mind detailed. 
But the way on which she behaves toward the 
customer is certainly described in a natural way 
with a painful tone. She does what she thinks 
proper to please the customer. She does the sweet 
little things. She does what customer might have 
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imagined she would do and in course of the sexual 
act, she says what every prostitute says to a 
customer. She urges the customer to hurry up and 
let her go. Every prostitute wants to get rid of 
customer as soon as she can because she hopes that 
other customers are expected come. She is 
concerned with the commercial aspects of the flesh 
trade.  
                 Mahapatra‟s analysis of prostitution and 
poverty is realistic.  Though Nissim Ezekiel 
describes poverty in his poems he is not as accurate 
as Mahapatra. When Ezekiel describes poverty he 
deals with the cause and its effect on prostitution.  
Poverty finds his exact expression in Mahapatra‟s 
Hunger which compels the fifteen years old 
fisherman‟s daughter to follow the trade of sex. 
The protagonist does not give any detail about the 
financial plight of the fisherman; it can differ from 
the account given by the protagonist that of 
fisherman is having a very hard time in the 
financial strains. His financial strain compels him 
to use his teenage daughter as a prostitute in order 
to fill their stomach when the protagonist visits the 
residence of the fisherman located near the soul, he 
finds the condition of those people is wretched. The 
fisherman says that his teenage daughter could 
provide maximum sexual satisfaction only for her 
tender age. The teenage girl is accounted with such 
sex trade and has achieved perfection in the act 
although her mind is still immature. Seeing the 
customer she immediately renders a comfortable 
pose stretching her leg for affectionately sexual 
activities only to satisfy the customer. When the 
protagonist broods over the matter he finds that 
hunger is the reason for prostitution.  
                   Relationship is another socio-cultural 
aspect of Jayanta Mahapatra‟s poetry. If a reader 
goes through his writing deeply and contemplates 
deeply, he finds that the poetry of Mahapatra is 
based on a wave relationship. The sociology 
defines society as a wave of social relationship. 
Mahapatra has gone deep studying his society and 
understood it perfectly which helps him writing 
perfectly and describing relationship in a broad 
way dealing with a socio-cultural aspect. 
                                   His short stories eyes another 
day, turn left for happiness and rising silence are 
the short stories which deal with relationship. 
Mahapatra would compose such artistic short 
stories that deal with the universal problems 
surrounding human being. As a poet and writer, he 
is firmly rooted in Odisha, its landscape and 
tradition. At the same time he feels quite for his 
alienation from the Hindu culture, rituals and 
spirituality because of his grandfather‟s conversion 
to Christianity and the English education he had. 
He observes his surroundings and records reality as 
“an unknowable flux”. It is poetry of an inner 
space, psychology of contradiction and renewed 
feeling of depression, guilty, desire just an attention 
on court.”(Modern India Poetry in English p-
195).”Uncertainly, quality pessimism 
&hopelessness seem from large in the various 
poem of Jayanta Mahapatra. In this poem life sign 
a sense of an air of sadness, pessimism & 
hopelessness with death at the backward are clearly 
visible Darkness prevails in all the poems giving 
the reader a sense of doom throughout the 
landscape or personal experience, the poet is trying 
to make the reader test in a little bit of the inner 
terminal which is the resultant of the conflict with 
the society around in a sharp way. 
                    Mahapatra always describes society 
taking individual as an unity .In „The Captive Air 
of Chandipur on Sea‟, evening landscape by river 
and country use the landscape to express the –awe 
feelings, helplessness, loss, nostalgia and 
desolation in the poets‟ mind which get transferred 
into the reader through the various symbols and 
imagery. The sea in this poem evokes a sense of 
nostalgia, loss and helplessness. The poet hears the 
song of the sea which reminds him the past 
centuries and their smell .It reminds the centuries 
old trade relationship of Odisha with rest of century 
through sea-root. The poet goes back to the 
antiquity past and reminds the glory of Odisha both 
in pelf and power transiting business with rest of 
the world. But now he sees a sense of pessimism 
and negativism everywhere. This is the existential 
dilemma of the modern man. This past is a sharp 
contrast with the first where the wonders: 
          Who can tell of the songs of this sea/ that to 
baffle and /double the space around our lives? 
              The modern man is self centred, hard 
hearted, pessimistic and has shrunk to himself .He 
fails to set up an amicable relationship with others 
.He broods over his own problem without sharing 
them with others. He analysed these entire thing in 
his poem relationship which wins him National 
Sahitya Academy Award in1981. This poem 
contains the most complex social relationship i.e. 
obscure to understand. As a result the poet explains 
much about the significance of the poetry. The 
personal relationship and the glories history of 
Odisha is the theme of the poem relationship in 
which Mahapatra sympathises the nameless brown 
ancestors who suffered under the roothless 
emperors like Ashoka.  The poet says 
                             It is hard to tell now 
                             What opened the skies?  
                              How the age-old proud stones 
                               Lost their strength and fell  
                               And how the waters of Daya  
Stank with the bodies of my \ 
ancestors; 
                               My eyes close now  
                               Because the fear that moves my  
skin; 
                               The invaders walk along the  
only road they know  
                               That leads to their bloody  
victories, 
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Here the poem begins with the personal 
observation of the Odisha‟s glorious past and after 
that it becomes the universal tragedy of mankind. 
The rulers‟ exploitation to their subjects, the mass 
slaughter for power and pelf, inhuman attack on 
civilization, without carrying for humanity are the 
basic theme of Relationship. The poet shows how 
man is turned into an animal or demon for his own 
interest. Mahapatra comments like this in his poem 
relationship analysing the ancient history of Odisha 
past social history. This hunger for power existed 
during the time of Asoka it still found. As result 
exploitation is still there in the society. 
         The socio-cultural aspect of the society is 
really incomplete without analysing women. 
Women are the half of the society who is the 
mother of mankind and the lesions of generation. 
The socio-cultural aspects of a society are routed in 
woman because they are the preserver of the 
culture and protector of the social system and the 
social process. Mahapatra is one of the modern 
poets who could go into the deep of a woman‟s 
heart just like Meena Alexgender and Sujata Bhatt 
portraying inner and outer aspects of woman in 
relation with socio-cultural issues. Mahapatra‟s 
poetry mainly deals with the conflicts and tensions 
of an Indian writing in English, of a Christian 
living in Hindu society, and an instinctual living in 
a bewildering social set off under growing a 
transformation as a first phase from a rural and 
agrarian society to an industrialised and technical 
on. The shows such socio economic changes in 
Indian society bring about a change in the thought 
of Indian women. This portion of the paper briefly 
attempts to explore and examine Mahapatra‟s 
analysis on the plight of women concerned with the 
socio economic change of India. 
                       Mahapatra doesn‟t follow the 
conventional root portraying woman as Devi or 
goddess. Mahapatra portrays woman as they are 
without imposing his own ideology on them rather 
the he sympathies woman delineating their plight.   
Mahapatra doesn‟t write like a social reformer or 
does he assumes the role of a social worker when 
he portrays their plight. Laxmi Narayan Bhatt says, 
“Mahapatra does not feel for them (woman), but 
feels with them (women)” (Close The Sky, Ten By 
Ten 1981)  
             Women is the substance of the poets a 
“Rain of Rites”, his first book of poem to be 
published abroad .It is not surprising them that the 
very first poem in Rain of Rites takes about the 
passivity of the accursed womanhood. 
                       There is a dawn which travels  
alones, 
                        Without the effort creation, without  
puzzle, 
                         It stands simply, framed in the door,  
white in the air, 
                       An Indian woman, poled up to her  
silences,  
                        Waiting for that the world will only  
let to do. 
   The last two lines aptly summarize how Indian 
women are treated in the country which boasts of 
accrediting women with high reverence. It is said 
where ever woman are respected God inhabits the 
place. Except for stray incidence in history short 
lived period of equal status to woman in Vedic era, 
Indian women have always been mere shadows of 
men and locked up in the tradition that suffocate 
them. Mahapatra‟s treatment of woman in his 
poetry is realistic which is like The Second Sex 
(1949) by Siomeon de Beuivo. He avoids the 
temptation of using the issue to organise the protest 
to protect the rights of women. He doesn‟t act as a 
social reformer here but Mahapatra rejects the 
autocratic traditional view point of the school of 
Menu of the followers about woman and their role 
in society. His portraits the situation of woman as it 
exists without livening solution. The reader is at 
liberty to from his own    judgement. The neutrality 
is the poetic characteristic of Mahapatra. In this 
poem, A Dawn at Puri is a direct and exact portrait 
the picture of woman. It neither affairs nor 
celebrates, nor does it denounce or ridicule. It 
seems to note  
                       Endless crow noises. 
                        A skull on the holy sands 
                        Tilts its empty country towards  
hunger. 
                        White-clad windrowed women 
                         Past the centres of their lives  
                         Are waiting to enter the great  
Temple 
Uncertainty of human condition of uncertain 
desires an uncertain experiment of fulfilment is 
very natural among the rural woman. The women 
want to have their last breath in their home. 
Mahapatra writes in the last stanza 
               Her last wish to be cremated here twisting 
uncertainly like light on the shifting sands. 
This desires common among the women of Odisha 
who wants to breathe their last among the presence 
of all her family members. This is the socio cultural 
aspects which Mahapatra takes in his poetry 
directly. 
                 It has been analysed earlier how poverty 
is a direct cudgel on the heads of the woman who 
out of poverty and hunger resort to sex trade which 
has been already discussed in the poem and Hunger 
and The Whore House in the Calcutta Street. 
Mahapatra‟s poetry is the mirror of his 
contemporary society reflecting the socio-cultural 
problems even going deep and analysing the core 
issues. 
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